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I. INTRODUCTION
The Ghana Civil Service is a legacy of the British
Colonial Civil Service which was designed to meet the needs of
the Colonial government in the pre-independent Ghana (then
called the Gold Coast). At the time, it had the reputation of
being the best model of the British Colonial Civil Service in
her African dominion. Its personnel and facilities were always
at the disposal of the four sister colonies of the then British
West Africa (namely, Nigeria, Gambia, Sierra Leone, and the
Gold Coast).
However, since the advent of independence in 1957, the
Ghana Civil Service (as it was then renamed) has undergone con¬
siderable metamorphosis--but not enough to meet the present chal¬
lenge in the world's growing scientifically based human resource
planning systems. This paper intends to review the growth and
development of the Ghana Civil Service from the time of its
inception in the colonial era (1844) to 1981 when the Third
Republic of Ghana collapsed. The problems normally associated
with such growth and development will be analyzed with a view
to finding possible solutions.
Finally, it is intended that this paper will present
progressive proposals for a radical transformation of the Ghana
Civil Service into a modern one at par with the h\iman resource
requirements of the country and the international scenario.
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II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
As stated in the introduction, the Ghana Civil Service
is a legacy of the Gold Coast Civil Service. The latter was
established to effectively perpetuate colonialism not only in
Ghana but throughout the British colonies in West Africa. Its
modus operand! did not take into consideration the geographical
location of the country nor the cultural differences between
Britain and the Gold Coast. What was worst was the fact that
the colonial administration did not take into consideration the
political aspirations of its Gold Coast subjects—hence no
efforts were made (until it was too late) to model the civil
service fit for an independent Gold Coast. For instance. Sir
Alan Burns, Governor of the Gold Coast from 1941 to 1947, in a
speech delivered at an Oxford Second Course Summer School (Sep¬
tember 1947) and quoted in his book. Colonial Civil Servant,
points out that:
There have even been suggestions that our ESnpire is
coming to its end, that our Colonies are now ready
and anxious to stand by themselves, and there will
shortly be no further need for a Colonial Civil
Service. I don't believe it. Colonial peoples
criticize their governments, but that does not mean
that they want any other nation to govern them or
that they think they can govern themselves.^
^Sir Alan Burns, Colonial Civil Servant (London:
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1949), p. 318.
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Basically, the objective of the colonial administration
was to train clerical staff to assist the colonial administra¬
tors who came from Britain. This had an impact on the educa¬
tional policies of the Gold Coast because the emphasis was on
Writing, English-Reading, and Arithmetic. The occupational
opportunities available to pupils of such educational curric¬
ulum was to serve as interpreters, clerks and, where possible,
junior administrative officers. Consequently, at the time of
independence the country did not have sufficient high level
indigenous administrators to handle the problem usually asso¬
ciated with newly independent nations.
The first civilian government under Dr. Kwame Nkrumah
attempted to radically reform the Ghana Civil Service to meet
the needs of independent Ghana but his efforts were thwarted
following the coup d'etat of February 24, 1966 which toppled
the government. Since 1966, the recurrence of coups has made
it virtually impossible for any government to be stable enough
to meaningfully tackle the problem of decadence in the service.
This paper, therefore, intends to discuss the following problems
affecting the Ghana Civil Service.
1. The legacy of the colonial Gold Coast Civil
'
Service and its impact on the present struc¬
ture of the Ghana Civil Service;
2. The impact of political instability on the
Civil Service in Ghana;
The problems associated with recruitment,
selection, training, development, promotion,




4. The Ghana Civil Service will be examined
in the light of present manpower demands
of the country. Proposed changes in man¬
power planning which are deemed necessary
to radically and positively restructure
the service will be made.
In order to accomplish the above objectives, literature
written on the Ghana Civil Service by former public servants in
the country and authorities in public administration, news¬
papers, parliamentary debates, constitutional provisions of
Ghana, and the writer's own experience as a public servant in
Ghana from 1972 to 1981 will be judiciously used in this paper.
III. METHODOLOGY
This paper makes use of descriptive analysis of the
historical evolution of the Ghana Civil Service from the time
of its inception during the Colonial Administration through
the turbulent period of the struggle for independence to the
fall of the last civilian administration in 1981. Many of
the value judgments expressed in this paper are based on views
outlined by authorities on the subject and also from the
author's own experience as a public servant in Ghana from 1972
to 1981.
As a student of public administration, theoretical
formulation by authorities in public administration have guided
the writer in his efforts to propose radical reforms in the
administrative set-up of the Ghana Civil Service. Proposed
reforms take into consideration the present global technological
age and the financial standing of the country.
Finally, based on selected information, the author has
drawn conclusions and presented possible solutions to the prob¬
lems. In doing so, the following areas of interest in the Ghana
Civil Service have been examined.
1. Problems associated with recruitment, training,
and development of the manpower base;
2. Rewards and conditions of service;
3. Discipline and deployment of personnel; and
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4. Projection for service within the next two
decades.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
It is universally acknowledged by various authorities
that the civil service is a public service concerned with
affairs which do not include the military, navy, legislature,
nor judicial services. Webster's Third New International Dic¬
tionary defines civil service as "the whole public adminis¬
trative service including all branches except the armed serv-
2
ices." However, E. N. Gladden, in his book Civil Service
of the United Kingdom, has indicated that there is no accepted
definition of civil service but suggests that broadly speaking,
the civil service comprises civilian employees of the central
government who carry out the work of the Executive Branch of
Government.^
As indicated above, therefore, the civil service of
any country would normally involve administrative duties, office
work and supervision, the use of machinery such as typewriters
and computers, and finally the implementation of policies for
the government. Such are the expected operational functions of
the Ghana Civil Service today.
o
Philip Babcock Gove, ed., Webster's Third New Inter¬
national Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged (Spring-
field: G. and C. Merriam Company, 1971), p. 413.
3
E. N. Gladden, Civil Services of the United Kingdom:
1955-1970 (London: Frank Cass and Company Ltd., 1967), p. 5.
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Historical Background of the
Ghana Civil Service
8
It has been stated in the introduction that the Ghana
Civil Service is often regarded as a legacy of the British
Colonial Service. This is because it has its roots as far
back as 1844 when the Gold Coast (as Ghana was then called)
became a British colony. The signing of a friendship treaty
between the British and the chiefs of the Gold Coast Colony
in 1844 (now called the Bond of 1844) acknowledged British
4
power and jurisdiction over the country. Following this, the
Colonial Office in London established an administrative set-up
in the Gold Coast which later became the Gold Coast Civil
Service. However, the civil service at the time was generally
referred to as Government Services which did not have clearly
defined functions as it later did.
A study of the development of the Government Services
in the Gold Coast shows three district phases which also hap¬
pened to be the general pattern throughout British West Africa.
Richard Symonds acknowledges this in his book entitled The
British and Their Successors, and categorizes these three
phases as follows:
1. 1830-1898: During this period, Africans held
responsible positions alongside whites;
2. 1898-1940: Africans seldom held senior posts;
and
^Sir Alan Burns, Colonial Civil Servant, p. 181
9
3. 1940 to independence: There was a progressive
policy of Africanization of the service.
The first phase—1830 to 1898—was the era when
scientific knowledge about tropical Africa was scanty and the
early white settlers died of tropical diseases such as malaria.
It was therefore not surprising that the policy of the Colonial
Office in London was to recruit native Africans to fill adminis¬
trative positions and to effectively help in the colonization of
the region. Hence in 1830, Sir George Murrray, then Secretary
of State for the colonies, announced in the House of Commons
his intention to "as far as possible fill all the civil offices
of Sierra Leone with people of colour ... who were not likely
to suffer in their health."^ Consequently, in Ghana, natives
such as George Ekem Furgeson were recruited into senior posi¬
tions in the civil service.
However, after 1898, the situation was reversed. This
marked the second phase in the development of the Gold Coast
Civil Service. This was the period when quinine (the anti¬
malaria drug) was discovered and this reduced remarkably the
death rates of whites. It was therefore less risky for British
personnel to serve in the West Coast of Africa; hence senior
posts were placed in British hands. It is on record that in
1898, the governor of Sierra Leone ruled that not only all
^Richard Symonds, The British and Their Successors
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1966), p. 119.
^Ibid., p. 94.
10
heads of departments, but also their principal assistants must
7
be European. The Secretary of State at the time is on record
as having stated that: "I fear except in quite subordinate
8
posts, we cannot safely employ natives." Sir Alan Burns
9
referred to these positions as "European" posts.
The Colonial Office was so prejudiced against Africans
that it was minuted in July 18, 1866 by Hemming, Head of the
African Department at the Colonial Office that there was
"almost universal failure of the natives when placed in office
of trust and in positions of authority. In that same year
he minuted again that "the educated native is the curse of
the West Coast" and that "all natives are incorrigible liars"
Statements such as the above are being recalled here because
such views had serious impact on the recruitment process of the
Gold Coast Civil Service. The negative views expressed above
were unjustified because Gold Coast natives such as J. E. Casely
Hayford, J. E. K.' Aggrey, John Mensah Sarbah and George Ekem
Furgeson all left behind excellent records of service in the
Gold Coast Civil Service.
7




Sir Alan Burns, Colonial Civil Service, p. 197.
^^David Kimble, A Political History of Ghana: 1950-1928
(London: Oxford University Press, 1963) , p. 94.
^^E. N. Gladden, Civil Services of the United Kingdom,
p. 125.
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It was remarkable that Africans were not only denied
senior positions in the civil service, but had little chances
of advancing in their junior positions. David Kimble, a renown
historian, has commented on the issue in his book, A Political
History of Ghana 1850-1928;
... even junior civil servants found that political
activities were a barrier to advancement. In 1886,
T. Hutton Mills, a young clerk in the office of
Queen's Advocate was dismissed for his part in a
riot in Accra. It was alleged that he had shouted,
'We must kill all the white men today ....' The
government seems thereafter to have been determined
to make it clear that African civil servants should
not be involved in any kind of public criticism of
authority.
In contrast, the period after 1940 was an era of increas¬
ing African demands for changes in the Gold Coast Civil Service.
According to Kimble, the pressure was intensified by the feeling
that Africans deserved a greater share in administration of
their own country, more especially when they had contributed
substantially to the war effort.This feeling reinforced the
efforts of Sir Gordon Guggisberg (Governor of the Gold Coast)
who had earlier in 1919 set up plans to increase African parti¬
cipation in the civil service. Hence between 1919 and 1926,
twenty-seven Africans were given appointments (in positions
which were reserved for Europeans only) compared with only one
in 1919. Guggisberg's plan was projected to be completed by
1940—a period of twenty years as shown in Table 1 below.
12






PROPOSED HIGHER CIVIL SERVICE APPOINTMENTS
Year European African Total
1925 - 1926 481 28 509
1926 - 1927 496 31 527
1930 - 1931 467 76 543
1935 - 1936 396 148 544
1945 - 1946 319 229 558
Source: David Kimble, A Political History of
Ghana; 1850-1928 (London: Oxford
University Press, 1963), pp. 95-96.
It was envisaged that the Prince of Wales College at Achimota
(Accra) would supply the needed qualified personnel to fill
vacancies to be created. For instance. Sir Gordon Guggisberg
is recorded in the Gold Coast Legislative Council Debate to
have said that:
Neither an African nor European will have any claim
to promotion to a staff appointment on account of
his colour but because he is the best man for the
appointment.
This was, however, a double standard policy because the educa¬
tional policies of the country at that time were such that
Africans on the average could not compete with Europeans on
equal academic terms for top level positions. The educational




Guggisberg, " Legislative Council Debate,
II
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Gold Coast native to only clerical, interpreting and evangelical
jobs. Besides the slump of the 1930s resulted in a considerable
cut back of educational funds. Consequently, the envisaged
expansion and Africanization of the Gold Coast Civil Service
never took place within the planned period.
Between 1900 and 1950, the tactical machinery of govern¬
ment in the Gold Coast was the system of indirect rule. This
was a system whereby the colonial government ruled her subjects
through the chiefs and other traditional rulers. This policy
was successfully implemented in Northern Nigeria by Lord Luggard,
Governor of Nigeria. In Ghana the Native Authority Administra¬
tion was introduced to implement the spirit and intent of
Indirect Rule at the local level. However, the civil service
remained the principal administrative organ of the central
government. Unlike in Northern Nigeria where Indirect Rule was
effective and successful, it was a failure in the Gold Coast.
Sir Alan Burns attributes its failure to chieftaincy disputes.
He wrote:
Time, energy and more, were wasted on these disputes,
and it was impossible for Indirect Rule, which in
accordance with the avowed policy of the government
to flourish under such conditions.!^
The Effect of Nationalism on
The Gold Coast Civil Service
The advent of the Second World War and the return of
the Gold Coast veterans from the war sparked off nationalist
activities. Secondly, the local bourgeoisie and elites saw
15
Sir Alan Burns, Colonial Civil Servant, p. 202.
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the need for self-government eventually. But the return of
scholars such as Dr. Kwame Nkrvimah, from long periods of study
abroad served as a catalyst for the demand for quick return to
self-government. The British realized that their eventual
departure from the West Coast of Africa was at hand and sought
to reorganize the civil service in a pattern akin to the
British Civil Service as a legacy of their rule.
As pointed out by Robert Heussler in his book. Yester¬
day's Rulers; The Making of the British Colonial Service:
The dilemna of whether to lead the Colonies away from
their own cultural precepts in preparing them for self-
rule or whether to respect their existing institutions
and govern them in an authoritarian way was not resolved
by 1945 .... The Devonshire planners came closer to
resolving the dilemna. They opted clearly for Western
future in the colonies
The Devonshire plan of leaving a Westernized administrative set¬
up in the colonies led to the speedy training and dispatch of
cadets to the colonies for that purpose. But Heussler main¬
tains that:
... by the time the first cadets trained in the new
spirit arrived in their posts, Kwame Nkrximah had
already raised his revolt against officials trained,
or untrained, in the old. The handwriting of indepen¬
dence was on every wall.^^
In the Gold Coast, the demand for "self-government now"
by the Convention Peoples Party under the hegemony of Kwame
Nkrumah did not leave room for its colonial civil service to be
^
Robert Heussler, Yesterday's Rules: The Making of
the British Colonial Seryice (New York: Syracuse University
Press, 1963), p. 205.
^^Ibid., p. 205.
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effectively organized in imperial British Civil Service style
before the granting of independence. The C.P.P.'s motto was
"We prefer self-government with danger to servitude in tran¬
quility, " and its policy was "seek ye first the political king-
18
dom and all things shall be added unto you." It was not
surprising therefore, that one Miss Perham lamented in The
Observer (London) that: "I can regret that the white man has
not been allowed another fifty years at least in which to build
19
his civilization in Africa." What Miss Perhaun did not
realize was that the white man in Africa had no intention of
building a superior civilization in the continent (if even he
had one to offer). The white man's objective in Africa, as
evidenced by the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade through the era of
colonial rule, was to nakedly exploit and underdevelop Africa.
This view is emphatically supported by the late Walter Rodney
in his book. How Europe Underdeveloped Africa that:
As far as the mass of peasants and workers were con¬
cerned, the removal of overt foreign rule actually
cleared the way towards a more fundamental apprecia¬
tion of exploitation and imperialism.20
The writer has attempted to review the basic literature
surrounding the Gold Coast Civil Service because it serves as a
necessary background for comprehending the current problems
18
Kwame Nkrxamah, The Autobiography of Kwame Nkrumah
(London: Panaf Books Ltd., 1973), p. 135.
^^The Observer, London, July 24, 1960, p. 26.
20
Walter Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa
(Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press, 1974), p. 28.
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facing the Ghana Civil Service. It is true that the Ghana
Civil Service is a legacy of the British Colonial Civil Service
as was perpetuated in the Gold Coast era—but it was uniquely
different from the British Civil Service in many ways.
The Post Independence Era:
The Ghana Civil Service
The Independence Constitution of 1956 paved the way for
the Gold Coast to become an independent sovereign state within
the British Commonwealth on March 6, 1957. It assumed the
name Ghana. Hence the Gold Coast Civil Service became the
Ghana Civil Service. The problems that immediately faced the
Ghana Civil Service were many. Dr. Nkr\imah became the first
Prime Minister and had this to say about the service;
To achieve full internal self-government and to
carry out the intensive five-year development
programme that had been formulated for the country,
I had to rely on the varied government machinery
and the same civil service, police and judiciary
that participated in my arrest and imprisonment.
Both from my side and from theirs, it was difficult
to know where and to what extent to put one's
trust and allegiance.21
Thus, from Nkrvimah's own narrative, there was an urgent need to
restructure the Ghana Civil Service if his politico-socioeconomic
policies were to be implemented fully. Thom Kerstiens in his
book. The New Elite of Asia and Africa; A Comparative Study by
Indonesia and Ghana, says that;
Once independence was achieved, the role of these
civil servants became even more important. The
reorganization of the state, the rapid development
21
p. 135.
Kwame Nkrumah, The Autobiography of Kwame Nkrumah,
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of education, social services, the drawing up of
economic three- or five-year plans, and their
implications—all this has come to rest on the
shoulders of the civil servants.
If it is for the political organs of the state
to decide on what the government wants to do, it is
up to the civil servants to carry out this policy.
There were, of course, great difficulties to
overcome; in most new countries, the civil service
was set up under a colonial regime and the original
organization of government has often followed a
pattern designed for a colony, which is not suitable
for a modern democratic state. Moreover, the train¬
ing of top level civil servants is not a task to be
accomplished overnight, and many governments were
particularly forced, if they wanted to maintain a
certain level of efficiency, to maintain a large
force of officials from overseas. This maintenance
was possible in Ghana, where the change-over was
peaceful and the government of Nkrumah followed a
sensible policy.
It is true that the transition of self-government was
peaceful in Ghana. It is however this peaceful transition
which constituted a hindrance to any radical transformation of
the civil service in Ghana. Had there been a radical change
of government as occurred in Zimbabwe, or the Congo (now
Zaire), it could have given Dr. Nkrumah and his colleagues the
impetus to radically overhaul the system to suit the country’s
political and economic needs. As it turned out, Nkrumah had to
bid for time in order to gradually transform the Ghana Civil
Service by way of recruitment and training as departing British
officials left at the end of their contracts.
It is also a truism that Africanization of the civil
service in Ghana started as far back as 1951 when Nkrumah became
22
Thom Kerstiens, The New Elite in Asia and Africa; A
Comparative Study of Indonesia and Ghana (London; Frederick A.
Praeger Publishers, 1966), pp. 196-197.
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leader of Government Business. However at the time of indepen¬
dence, Ghana still had to rely on the expatriate staff and a
"freezing" period of four years had to be declared by the
government only after which the expatriate staff could elect to
remain in the service or terminate their contracts. Nkrumah
admits that all did not sail well. He said there were some
overseas officers who stayed but chose to disrupt government
programs:
... by subterfuge or otherwise, to wreck that policy
... matters that I wanted to be dealt with urgently,
would be delayed indefinitely (because they were not
approved of by some officials) until I had to inter¬
vene to get the job done.23
Composition and Structure of
the Ghana Civil Service
Despite the mounting problems which confronted the Ghana
Civil Service during the transition period from colonial adminis¬
tration to self-government, the C.P.P. government under Dr.
Nkrumah was able to contain the situation. The subsequent struc¬
ture of the Ghana Civil Service reflects the efforts made by the
C.P.P. regime to make the Ghana Civil Service second to none
among the newly independent nations in Africa at the time. The
Ghana Civil Service Act {I960) and the Ghana Civil Service (struc¬
ture) Regulations, 1961 (Legislative Instrument 139) outline the
composition and structure of the Ghana Civil Service. By the
above constitutional provisions, the Ghana Civil Service consists
of persons holding posts designated by the Civil Act or have been
23
126-127.
Kwame Nkrumah, The Autobiography of Kwame Nkrumah, pp.
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created in some other way but classified as civil service posts.
There are two main categories of positions in the Ghana
Civil Service and these are: established and unestablished
posts. The established posts are permanent in nature with a
fixed compliment. The unestablished posts have no fixed com¬
plement and are found only in the lower reaches of the service.
In Figure 1, an attempt has been made to show at a
glance the organizational composition of the Ghana Civil Ser¬
vice under the established category. The established posts
are divided into general and departmental posts. The general
posts are common to the whole of the service whereas the
departmental posts are only found in a particular department—
especially in the country's twenty ministries. However,
Special Departments are not under ministerial control and these
are the Office of the Clerk to Parliament, and offices of the
ten regions of Ghana. These departments are directly under the
Secretary to the Cabinet who is also the official head of the
entire civil service.
Each department consists of departmental posts plus a
number of general posts which are attached to it. Consequently,
the headquarters of each ministry constitutes a separate depart¬
ment which consists of administrative, executive, clerical, and
secretarial posts as shown in Figure 1. The senior official at
the Ministry is the principal secretary who is a member of the
administrative class and constitutes the official head of the
ministry. He is responsible to his minister for the general
20
FIGURE 1
COMPOSITION OF THE GHANA CIVIL SERVICE
Source: Compiled and designed by author based on
information provded by F.A.R. Bennion in
The Constitutional Law of Ghana (Washing¬
ton, D.C.: Butterwork and Company Ltd.,
1962), pp. 180-183.
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efficiency of his ministry. Such has been the organizational
structure of the Ghana Civil Service since 1960.
It is generally agreed among scholars that the Ghana
Civil Service was at its peak by 1960. This was also the time
when teething problems were beginning to show in the service.
For instance, Ghanaian civil servants sought to inherit the
same privileges and lifestyles of their former bosses. There
are still demands for first class residences for senior officers,
maid servant allowances, chauffeurs, and many fringe benefits
such as vacations which the colonial government had created in
pre-independent Ghana, to make "life more bearable" for the white
man in the tropics. These benefits were unfortunately guaranteed
by the Independence Constitution of 1956. According to Dr.
Nkrumah, the British had:
... hedged the country in with the detailed safe¬
guards, set out in the (independence) constitu¬
tion, of the position, salary, pension rights and
tenure of office of the civil servant.24
This was aimed at giving the Ghanaian civil servants the same
status and security enjoyed by the British colonial civil ser¬
vants. This, however, did not take into consideration the finan¬
cial constraints it would have in the country nor did it take
into account the impact of such exclusive privileges on other
public servants in the police, teaching and other fields.
One feature of the 1960 Republic Constitution was that it
vested the power of appointment, promotion, transfer, termination
of appointment, dismissal, and disciplinary controls of members
24
Kwame Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite (New York: Interna¬
tional Publishing Company, Inc., 1970), p. 91
22
of the Public Services (of which the Civil Service is one) in
25
the President. This constitutional reform empowered the
President through his agents to reorganize the Ghana Civil
Service to meet the expectations of the new nation.
There was an increasing demand for top-level civil ser¬
vants. This was also a time when Ghana's diplomatic represen¬
tation abroad had increased tremendously. Hence the University
of Ghana and the University of Science and Technology provided
graduates who took further training at the Ghana Institute of
Management and Public Administration. This category of per¬
sonnel took up senior level administrative appointments in the
civil service. The progressive educational policies of Dr.
Nkrumah and his government also led to the opening of several
secondary schools. These schools provided the middle level per¬
sonnel needed to fill junior positions such as clerks, typists,
and executive officers.
To enable the new brand of civil servants to comprehend
the magnitude of the task in building the newly independent
state and to appreciate the political philosophies of Dr. Nkrumah,
top level civil servants were encouraged to attend the Kwame
Ideological Institute at Winneba to become knowledgeable of the
country's strategic development plans. The Ghana Civil Service
was apparently so successful that by 1963, Dr. Nkrumah was con¬
fident enough to state that:
We have now achieved our aim of building up a Ghanaian
Civil Service able to administer the country efficiently,
^^The Constitution of the Republic of Ghana: 1960.
Article 51:2 (Accra-Tema: Ghana Publishing Corporation).
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and I would like my brothers in the emerging states
of this continent to know that Ghana stands ready
to help them in their initial stages of self- 26
government. Our civil service is at their disposal.
This period was the peak of functional glory of the Ghana Civil
Service and its personnel were encouraged to be politically
neutral. The chief role of the administrators had been to
advise the head of government and his representatives (minis¬
ters) and to carry into effect government decisions and policies
27
within the requirements of administrative law.
In 1965, Ghana became a one-party state. However, no
attempts were made to politicize the service. The quality of
Ghana's Civil Service at the time was evidenced by the request
for Ghana's service personnel by newly independent nations such
as Zambia, Tanzania, Uganda, Gambia and Guinea to serve in their
countries. There was a clearly defined chain of command and
each member of the service (from the messenger in the small
rural town to the principal secretary in the ministries) recog¬
nized this hierarchical structure. Loyalty to the government
was implicit if not explicit and no attempt was made by the
government to transfer political duties to the civil sejrvants
because the politicians took care of that.
Conditions of employment in the Ghana Civil Service, in
the 1950s, were so attractive that young graduates from the
country's universities mostly opted to enter the civil service.
26
Kwame Nkrximah, Africa Must Unite, p. 76.
27
F. A. R. Bennion, The Constitutional Law of Ghana
(Washington, D.C.: Butterworth and Company Ltd., 1962), p. 180.
24
For instance, a survey of eighty-five Catholic students who held
university degrees in 1960 indicated that forty-three were in
the civil service and the remaining forty-two were employed in
28
diverse occupations. This showed that the civil service was
lucrative enough at the time to be able to attract such a large
percentage of degree-holders who were relatively few in number
in the country at the time (see Appendix A).
According to Thom Kerstiens, Commander Jackson, a close
adviser to Dr. Nkrumah, summed up the importance of the Ghana
Civil Service to the government when he wrote in 1959 that;
Experience in the new states so far shows that there
is a fair chance of creating and maintaining a well-
qualified and effective civil service, capable of
serving a 'democratic welfare oriented state.' Time,
however, Kill be needed for a completely national
service to be developed, and in that process, much
will depend on the government's attitude towards the
service, and of its determination not to sacrifice
standards on the altar of nationalization.29
Hence the historical evolution of the Ghana Civil Service shows
ample evidence that the only meaningful transformation ever
effected on the service was during the Nkrumah regime. However,
on February 24, 1966 Dr. Nkrumah and his Convention Peoples Party
government was overthrown in a military coup d'etat. That sin¬
gular action reversed the clock of progress in Ghana, generally.
28
This sample was taken during the preparation of the
first meeting of Catholic Intellectuals in Ghana in 1961. The
groups of seventy-four men and eleven women represent the over¬
whelming majority of Catholic students who had received a degree
in the period 1955-1959 (see Appendix I).
Thom Kersteins, The New Elite in Asia and Africa; A
Comparative Study of Indonesia and Ghana, p. 199.
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and marked the anti-climax of the dynamic expansion, growth and
development of the Ghana Civil Service which emergent Africa
had looked up to as the best on the continent.
Human Resource Management Planning
and the Problems in the Ghana
Civil Service; 1966-1981
So far, the historical development of the Ghana Civil
Service from 1957 to the mid 1960s has been analyzed. However,
the service began to witness professional decline after 1966
following the fall of the First Republic. As shown in Appendix
B, Ghana has witnessed six changes of government since 1966.
Experience and history have shown that political instability is
disastrous to the socioeconomic development of any country—
expecially for the young independent nations of Africa. Altaf
Gauhar (Chief Editor of the South Magazine) has pointed out that
when coups occur, "... facade of law and order begins to crumble
and growing unrest among the masses breeds general disorder which
the military can no longer control.This disorder invariably
affects every sector of the country of which the civil service
is no exception.
John F. Johnson has pointed out in his book. The Role of
the Military in Underdeveloped Countries, that the "military are
not businessmen, they are not civil servants with an ideology of
economic growth.The military in Ghana is not unaware of
this fact; hence, each military regime has had to rely on civil
^^Altaf Gauhar, "The Cost of a Soldier," South Magazine
August 1982, p. 17
^Ijohn F. Johnson, The Role of the Military in Under¬
developed Countries (New Jersey: Princeton Press, 1962), p. 56.
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servants for functional support. In limited cases, they have
had to rely on expert advice of politicians who sympathize with
their cause. On the whole, the civil servants have always been
the military's "comrades in arms" because the former have worked
closely with the last government and had access to strategic
information concerning the governing machinery.
Following the overthrow of the Nkrumah government, a
National Liberation Council government was formed and the new
administration pledged to restructure the country's "ailing
economy" within a period of at least three years before handing
over power to a civilian administration* In attempting to address
the country's problems, the N.L.C. set up four advisory com¬
mittees to consider economic, administrative, public information
and external affairs. Of the twenty-nine members of the advisory
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committees, twenty-six were civil servants. This confirms the
very vital role that the civil servants played in the governing
machinery of Ghana during the military rule of the N.L.C.
Robert Pinkney in his book, Ghana Under Military Rule:
1966-1969, maintains that the burden of administering the country
fell on the civil servants and that:
... for nearly four months, senior officials were per¬
forming ministerial functions, and even the allocation
of portfolios to N.L.C. members did not reduce the
burden appreciably. Eight uniformed officers, seven
of whom still had full-time appointments in the army
and police, could not easily control eighteen ministries
between them, and much of the work normally performed by
ministries was, in practice left in civil servants hands.
This work included not merely working within each
Ministry of Information, A New Era in Ghana (Accra:
State Publishing Corporation, 1966), pp. 21-23.
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ministry, but much of the work of coordination
previously carried out through Cabinet Committees.
This marked a change in the neutrality of the Ghana Civil Ser¬
vice. At no time in the history of the service had civil ser¬
vants been called upon to perform political duties. Yet after
1966, one sees that at the national level, principal secretaries
who had all along been advisers were performing ministerial
duties and at the local level, the most senior civil servants
took control of the districts—functions formerly held by poli¬
tically appointed district commissioners. The Ghana Civil Ser¬
vice had become a political institution. This was quite at
variance with the principle of political neutrality of the civil
service which it had observed in the past.
Having basically destroyed the principle of political
neutrality of the Ghana Civil Service, members of the N.L.C. all
complained of administrative duties not functioning as expected
within the civil service. According to Robert Pinkney, the
civil servants, on the other hand, complained of the;
... failure by the government to realize that,
unlike firing a gun, policy decisions often
involve choices between imperfect alternatives
with compromises and adjustments, and consultation
with the parties affected .... In June 1966,
three N.L.C. members; Afrifa, Kotoka and Commis¬
sioner of Police, Yakubu, all spoke within a few
days of each other of the need for greater discip¬
line in the Civil Service.
It is also on record that General Ankrah ordered soldiers to
^^Robert Pinkney, Ghana Under Military Rule; 1966-1969




lock out civil servants arriving late for work at the Osu Castle
(seat of gpvernment) and warned that offenders in the future will
be subjected to disciplinary action.
In a nutshel, the Daily Graphic, a national daily,
accused the civil servants of deliberately misleading the N.L.C.
in order to weaken the government.The Economist (London)
doubted whether civil servants created policy or were causing a
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drag on the recovery programs. With these mounting problems
facing the service, the N.L.C. appointed the Mills-Odoi Commis¬
sion to investigate the structure and conditions of operations
in the Ghana Civil Service and to submit proposals for a nation¬
wide reform of the service. The Commission, appointed in April
1967, sutanitted its report in December 1967. It criticized the
existing centralization of administration on the grounds that
efficiency suffered due to control far from the scene of opera-
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tions, with even minor decisions taken from the centre. The
Commission worked on the assumption that government was a single
operation, even though carried out by many agencies, and argued
that there should be one public service covering the civil ser¬
vice, local government, teaching, the police and prisons. The
Commission also felt that all public services at district levels
should be administered by district authorities except where
^^Dailv Graphic (a leading national daily newspaper),
January 30, 1968.
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Mills-Odoi Commission Report (Accra; Ghana Publishing
Corporation, 1967).
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technological or security reasons made this undesirable.
Regional authorities should similarly be responsible for ser¬
vices most effectively performed at that level, including the
running of the larger hospitals, secondary schools, teacher
training colleges, nurses' training colleges and major work¬
shops. They should also be resp>onsible for approving the
district authorities' estimates. The Mills-Odoi Commission
recommended that the Central Government staff at regional
levels should be transferred to the regional authorities and
should work under the instructions of the regional administra-
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tive officers. Most of the recommendations were accepted.
In 1969, the N.L.C. handed over power to the Progress
Party Government under Dr. K.A. Busia as Prime Minister. The
civil service had tasted political power under the military
rule of the N.L.C. from 1966-1969. If the Busia regime was to
have effective control over the service without imminent sabo¬
tage, then there was the need to purge the service. Busia
accordingly dismissed 576 top level civil servants. However,
this was discriminately done and hence was widely criticized
both nationally and internationally. Subsequently, Busia had
to recoil to his shell and further purges were discontinued.
But the Busia regime did emphasize the need for discipline in
the civil service and a Centre for Civic Education undertook a
nationwide campaign on the issue.
Q
Ghana Government Statement on the Mills-Odoi Commis¬
sion, White Paper, 6/68 (Accra: Ghana Publishing Corporation,
1968).
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No significant civil service reform took place during
the Busia regime because the regime was in office for only two
years. The significant role of the Busia regime, in the opinion
of some, was its ability to reinforce the supremacy of the poli¬
tical institution over the civil servants. This definitely was
resented by the latter who, comparatively, had their own way
during the N.L.C. regime.
In 1972, the army seized power again and the National
Redemption Council, under Colonel Acheampong, embraced the sup¬
port and assistance of the civil service once more. The Acheam¬
pong era saw the numerical expansion of the civil service per¬
sonnel. Yet there were complaints about underdeplbyment in the
civil service. The national papers charged that most civil ser¬
vants spent their day in the offices reading newspapers.
The major problem which has affected the Ghana Civil
Service all along has been the issue of political instability.
As shown in Appendix B, there have been too many unconstitu¬
tional changes of government. The result has always been the
repudiation of development programmes initiated by a fallen
regime. Besides that aspect, governments spend a large part of
their attention in maintaining national security to the neglect
of other vital problem areas of the nation (for example, the
economy). The Ghana Civil Service has, therefore, become a
victim of such circvimstance and instability.
The last civilian administration was elected to office
in the last quarter of 1979 under Dr. Hilla Limann as President
(and leader of the Peoples National Party). Before handing over
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the government to President Limann, the Armed Forces Revolu¬
tionary Council, under Fit. Lt. Rawlings, retired all Senior
Principal Secretaries in the civil service. The idea was that
these people had enjoyed a certain degree of political influence
under the military regimes since 1972 and their continuous stay
in office was detrimental to the new government. Despite the
gesture, there was still a national cry for a civil service
reform in at least two areas, namely: restructuring the current
outmoded system and secondly reducing government spending on the
service by using cutback management to prune the service of
undesirable elements. The latter appeal was, simply put, a
request for a drastic reduction of the personnel of the rather
large service.
However, Article 161 of the 1979 Third Republican Con¬
stitution which ushered in the civilian administration stipu¬
lated that:
A public officer holding office as such immediately
before the coming into force of this constitution
shall be deemed to have been appointed under this
constitution to hold office as such in accordance
with the provisions of this constitution.^^
Considering the above constitutional constraints, the Limann
administration, unlike the Busia administration, could not
purge the civil service without entering into legal battles
with the courts. Article 155(b) of the 1979 Constitution
makes it explicitly clear about the illegalities by stating
that, "no member of public services shall be dismissed or
39
The Constitution of the Republic of Ghana: 1979
(Accra: Ghana Publishing Corporation, 1979), p. 119.
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removed from office or reduced in rank or otherwise punished
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without just cause." Hence the President who has constitu¬
tional authority to govern the country is limited in his powers
to purge a service which must effectively carry out his policies.
President Richard Nixon was faced with a similar situa¬
tion when he took over as President in the United States. He
inherited a public service whose top hierarchy he could not
entirely depend on to carry out the basic tenets of his program.
President Nixon sought to solve the problem not by dismissing
nor enlargening the ranks of the top level civil servants in
the departments, but rather he enlargened the White House staff
to serve as a counteracting force against the career civil ser¬
vants" who preferred to conduct programs in the fashion not
unlike they had done during the New Deal years. This apparently
paid off well for Mr. Nixon since the American people voted him
in for a second term as President of the United States.
President Limann of Ghana might have attempted to follow
President Nixon's example—expand the service by appointing his
trusted persons to top level positions in the service—except
that Article 157 of the 1979 Ghanaian Constitution directed
that:
Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, the power
to appoint persons to hold or to act in an office in the
public services, shall rest in the President, acting in
accordance with the advice of the governing council of





Under the above consitutlonal provisions, therefore, it was
difficult for President Limann to place people of his choice
over the officers who were already in the service. In a
country that had six registered political parties and a power¬
ful parliamentary opposition group, a president could not easily
have his way. Besides, it was generally agreed that the civil
service should be pruned down. To appoint new personnel was to
weaken the effort for a cutback in the numbers of the civil
service. One other problem was that qualified personnel outside
the service were not readily available.
Notwithstanding the constitutional constraints, the
Limann government embarked upon a redeployment scheme whereby
persons could be transferred to other sectors of the public ser¬
vice where their services were most needed. This scheme also
included a training program for junior service personnel to be
redeployed in the agricultural and construction industries.
There was also an attempt to limit the recruitment of new per¬
sonnel into the service to only areas of extreme need. While
these initiatives were taking grounds, the military once more
seized power in December 31, 1981.
The writer has chosen to limit the research period to
1981 (viz, from 1844 to 1981) because there has been a signifi¬
cant degree of political instability since December 1981. Until
the "revolution" of the succeeding military regime has estab¬
lished itself, it is difficult to assess any meaningful policies
towards civil service reform and manpower development. Besides,
the role of the Ghana Civil Service during the previous military
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regimes from 1966 to 1979 is sufficient evidence for a value
judgement to be made about its role under the present military
regime.
V. PROPOSALS FOR THE REALIGNMENT
OF THE GHANA CIVIL SERVICE
The evolution of the Ghana Civil Service since its
inception in 1844 to its present state of development has been
traced and analyzed in the preceding sections. The shortcom¬
ings of the civil service have been discussed. In Ghana, like
in most African countries, the government is the largest
employer. This is a reflection of the Ghanaian socioeconomic
set-up. Shortly after the attainment of independence, the
country had pursued a socialist program—thus making the govern¬
ment the major controller of the means of production in the
country. Consequently, a larger percentage of the country's work
force is either directly or indirectly under governmmental con¬
trol. This inevitably brings a very great financial burden on
the state. The effect is that quality and efficiency of the
level of production is very often sacrificed because of the
state's inability to cope with the dynamics of managerial demands.
Likewise, the Ghana Civil Service has been negatively impacted by
the general problems of the government mentioned above. Yet,
unlike other agencies under the government's control, the Ghana
Civil Service occupies a very unique position. Unique because
its administrative functions are very vital to the three organs
of government, namely: the executive, the legislature and the
judiciary. While acknowledging the multiple role of the Ghana
35
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Civil Service, it is necessary to question whether the service
as it is presently structured is able to rise to the occasion
to meet the growing demands of government, and, if the service
has fallen short of expectations as revealed in the preceding
sections of this paper, what then is the solution to the problem?
A study of administrative development in the United
States indicates that it has been characterized by a "machine nodel"
42
approach. This model is task oriented and apparently has its
roots in Taylor's view of "the one best way" in the development
of administrative techniques with economy and efficiency being
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the goals of the organization. This gave rise to the concept
of scientific management which was also task-oriented. Subse¬
quently, time and motion studies emerged and emphasized speeding
up production by improving technology cvun advancement in manage¬
ment.
The passage of the Position Classification Act of 1923
shortly after World War I raised the morale of federal employees
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because it introduced the policy of equal pay for equal work.
It also reduced favoritism and corruption by introducing the
merit system. The works of Frederick Taylor, Henri Fayol,
Luther Gulick et al. influenced remarkably the development of
public administration in the United States. The concepts of
42
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span of control, unity of command, homogeneity of work, the
dichotomy of staff and line, the principle of generalist
administrators, etc. had a great impact on the public service
45
in the United States. Luther Gulick advanced the concept of
PORSDCORB which svimmarized the role of the administrator as
planning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating, report-
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ing, and budgeting. These concepts contributed to the develop¬
ment of the "machine model" of administration in the public sec¬
tor in the United States. This is a dynamic process which
allows for flexibility and the potential for institutional
reform.
In Ghana, the development of the public service as exhi¬
bited in the Ghana Civil Service is remarkably different from
that of the United States. Rather, the model of the Ghana Civil
Service on the other hand, is closer to the European "legalistic
model" which puts greater emphasis on administrative law—a
rather conservative system which is sometimes an impediment to
radical changes, growth and development of a national service
of this kind.
In the United States, the Weberian notion of bureaucracy
also influenced civil service reform. This notion placed
emphasis on rationality, impersonality, hierarchy of authority,
foirmality, a rational set of rules, the importance of position,
legitimacy, trained personnel, a career service, a monistic
^^Ibid., p. 40.
^^George J. Gordon, Public Administration in America
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1982), p. 27.
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set of relationships, and the bureaucratization of society.
At the time when these views were current, and attempts were
made to implement them, Ghana was a dependent colony of
Britain and by virtue of this dependency, she could not shape
the destiny of her civil service. Today, she is a free country
and what has taken the USA and other countries several years to
develop, Ghana must do within a shorter period of time. But in
doing so, it must recognize her own cultural and politico-
socioeconomic background. It is in the light of this background
that proposals are offered for changes in the Ghana Civil Ser¬
vice in the following areas:
1. The organizational structure of the service,*
2. Recruitment and promotion;
3. Training, development and performance evaluation;
and
4. Conditions of service viz, compensation, benefits,
etc.
Culturally, the Ghanaian population consists of people
of diverse tribal origins but brought together by a common his¬
torical past with a determination to build Ghana into a strong
nation economically and politically. Despite the heterogeneous
nature of the Ghanaian culture, Ghanaians have common values—
and these include respect for the elders, the communal commit¬
ments of each one being his brother's keeper, and the supremacy
of the extended family systems. Taking each of these social
values separately, they can be great assets to civil service
47
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reform. However, if these are not viewed from the proper per¬
spective and appropriate measures adopted to capitalize on
their positive potential * the end result could be negative.
For instance, the extended family system can promote nepotism,
favoritism and corruption, whereas the spirit of "each being
his brother's keeper" can kindle the spirit of nationalism which
could surpass the patriotic pride and zeal of the Jewish people.
As Indicated earlier, Ghana has been characterized by
political instability which must be understood in terms of the
present political situation as well as any attempt to improve
and stabilize the civil service for the future. For that matter
any civil service reform must not be one that will only satisfy
the present political situation—but must be a reform that will
stand the test of time.
Economically, Ghana (though a wealthy nation by virtue
of her natural resources) is facing serious problems. Her
natural resources have not been fully tapped—and the little
development of the natural resources that the country generates
is being mismanaged because of incompetence, greed, and even
more so because of a lack of consistent economic planning for
the country over a period of a decade. For that matter, any
civil service reform must be economically inexpensive such that
the country can shoulder the burden. Consequently, the pro¬
ceeding recommendations will take into account the economic
constraints facing Ghana as discussed above.
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Structural Reform of the Service
Ghana has been a unitary state since its independence
on March 6, 1957, This demands that political and administra¬
tive control emanate from the center and diffuse to the entire
country. The concept and practice of unitary (hence a cen¬
tralized administrative system) paid off positively in the early
days of independence because it at least made Ghanaians consider
themselves as one people with a common destiny. However, the
overcentralization of power at the center (that is Accra, the
national capital) makes the operations of most governmental
organizations difficult and replete with bureaucratic red tape.
For a country like Ghana with a multiplicity of prob¬
lems, it is very difficult to keep close supervision over a
service which is so vast and which affects every aspect of the
country. It is very common to hear public servants in the
hinterland complaining about their memos not being answered or
that urgent letters requiring immediate responses take the
center too long to act. The writer, while a member of the
Ghanaian Parliament, had to deal with complaints from retiring
civil servants who had been in the service for over thirty
years and yet could not have their files traced so that they
could claim their retirement benefits.
It is therefore the opinion of this writer that the
functional operations of the Ghana Civil Service should be
decentralized. By this, it is recommended that more authority
be granted to the Principal Secretaries in the ten regions of
Ghana. They should be given the following authority:
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1. To recruit and promote officials not exceeding
the given regional quota;
2. To discipline employees including the power
to dismiss;
3. To handle financial matters in connection with
salaries, retirement benefits, and loans to
employees;
4. To institute training and development programs
for the personnel in keeping with both national
and local needs; and
5. To coordinate their activities with the National
Headquarters in matters relating to transfers of
personnel to other regions and matters which lie
outside the scope of the regional office as may
be stipulated in the Government Orders.
To serve as a check, the Principal Secretary in charge
of the region must be pwDlitically appointed so that he is not
only answerable to the Secretary to the Cabinet but to his
regional minister. The designated title of the Regional Prin¬
cipal Secretaries should be Chief Executive Secretaries to
distinguish them from the principal secretaries at the Minis¬
tries in Accra (the national capital) . Since they are political
appointees, they should automatically leave office when there
is a change of government. In this way, they will have absolute
loyalty to the government knowing that their fate is dependent
on the continuation of the government in power. Figure 2, below
shows the relationship between the Office of the Secretary to
Cabinet and the Principal Secretaries/Chief Executive Officers
if the service is realigned as recommended above. Figure 2
shows that the Civil Service Commission will continue to play an
























Source: Constructed by writer.
According to Camile C. Barnett, Deputy City Manager of
Dallas, Texas, "leaders retain their jobs only as long as they
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reflect the interest and values they serve." Hence under the
proposed system, the electorate theoretically, shall be the most
powerful and influencial group because they shall judge the per¬
formance of the Regional Ministers and their Chief Executive
Secretaries through the ballot box. This provides an atmosphere
of accountability by both the elected officials and the civil
®Camile C. Barnett, "The Ox and Me: A Viewpoint from Atop
Organization," Public Administration Review, No. 6 (November-
December 1984):526.
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servants. This system is aimed at reducing lazy tendencies
among government employees who Frederick Winslow Taylor has
said have the potential of being lazy if not closely watched.
He wrote that "the average government employee does not do
49
more than one-third to one-half of a proper day's work."
thder the proposed reorganization, there shall be
Regional Civil Service Commissions which shall be answerable
to and guided by the National Civil Service Commission. It is
assumed that under this structure, the Head of State (the
President) shall oversee the performance of his representatives
in the Regions (i.e., the Regional Ministers). Meanwhile, the
Office of the Secretary to the Cabinet keeps watch and reports
to the President via the Cabinet. The Chief Executive Secre¬
tary also oversees the performance of the various heads of
departments in the regions and reports to the Regional Minister.
Figure 3 below is a diagrammatic representation of the
functional relationship between the electorate as the evaluators
of the effectiveness of the new arrangement vis-a-vis the role
of the civil servants and the Minister in each of the ten
regions. The arrows show the direction of responsibility. At
the regional level, the various ministeries are represented by
administrative heads who are called departmental heads. Hence,
as shown in Figure 3, these departmental heads will be imme¬
diately accountable to the Chief Executive Secretary at the
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RESPONSIBILITY MODEL FOR A DECENTRALIZED CIVIL SERVICE
Source; Writer's formulation
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Region. The chain of accountability then moves upwards as
shown in the figure. Consequently, both the Regional Minister
and the President are held accountable for the performance of
all agencies of the state (which includes the Civil Service)
by the electorate.
Recruitment and Promotion
As the population increases, the demand for services
also increases proportionately. Since the Ghana Civil Service
is one of the largest units in the Public Service system of
Ghana, it is obvious that it will expand accordingly to meet
the growing needs of the Ghanaian society. At independence
(1957), Ghana's population was six million. The country had
five regions. Today, the population stands at fourteen million
and the number of regions has increased to ten. New districts
are created from time to time as localities demand autonomy
from existing administrative arrangements. Recruiting new per¬
sonnel becomes a necessity to meet the needs of the expanding
service and to fill vacancies created by retirement, dismissals,
resignations, etc.
The current recruitment procedure in Ghana is by way of
advertising in the national papers which attracts personnel
from the labor market as well as from educational institutions
and corporations. As far as recruitment into the senior level
positions is concerned, the Ghana Civil Service Commission must
be commended for good performance. However, recruitment into
the lower echelons of the service is not vigorious enough—yet
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it is the lower level personnel in the service who accomplish
many of the tasks required of the service.
Another problem that ought to be investigated is the
quality of the examinations conducted for the selection of
applicants. As John M. Pfiffner and Robert Presthus have
indicated:
We are living in a world different from that of the
turn of the century. The implication for civil
service recruitment is that it' must not be bound by
the past .... Administrative decisions will be based
upon quantitative measurement, and the applied social
sciences will more and more adopt mathematical metho¬
dological .... Clearly, in such a world, emphasis
will fall less upon 'keeping the rascals out,' than
on how to induce the best to serve the state.
The views outlined above by Pfiffner and Presthus suggest that
current recruitment programs must reflect the dynamic develop¬
ment in technology. There is also the need to coordinate
recruitment programs in all the ten regions because if this is
not done, it could lead to abuses. Poor recruitment and selec¬
tion practices could make subsequent utilization of human
resources difficult.
Guvenc G. Alpander has identified four policy areas
which are essential to the recruitment exercise and these are:
1. Understanding the labor market;
2. Identifying sources of employees;
3. Methods of recruitment; and
4. Action plan.^^
^Ojohn M. Pfiffner and Robert V. Presthus, PUblie Adminis¬
tration (New York: The Ronald Press, 1960), pp. 297-298.
^^Guvenc G. Alpander. Human Resources Management
Planning (New York: AMACOM Book Division, 1982), p. 184.
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Figure 4 below elaborates on the four areas mentioned above
which are necessary in the recruitment process. The model of
the recruitment process projected by Alpander is quite adequate
for adoption by the Ghana Civil Service in its recruitment pro¬
grammes .
It is, however, recommended that the application of the
merit principle be the overriding policy of the Ghana Civil
Service in all its recruitment programs. This should not, how¬
ever, overlook the need to also have national representation in
the service. It will be politically unwise for the Civil Service
to comprise mainly persons of southern origin because the South
had access to Western formal education long before the North of
Ghana did. Nor would it be fair to have the Civil Service
mainly comprising males to the neglect of females because the
latter until recently had low enrollment in schools. In the
final analyses, therefore, only the best of each group should
be selected to serve the State of Ghana and Ghanaians should be
made to feel that they have equal opportunity to compete for
the privilege of serving their country. To this end, the fol¬
lowing guidelines are recommended for implementation.
1. All vacant positions should be filled on the basis
of merit and fitness, but should take into consideration the
need for proportionate representation of the population of the
several regions of Ghana;
2. There should be competitive examinations which should
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3. Advertisements of examinations should be made far
ahead in advance of the administration date to enable
interested qualified persons to participate;
4. Candidates who are successful should have their
names published in order of merit relative to their performances;
5. There should be oral interviews to determine the
most suitable applicants thereafter;
6. Physical fitness (except in rare cases) should also
influence the choice of potential employees; and
7. Appointments or promotions to fill vacant positions
should subsequently be made according to the order of perform¬
ance on the examination, and physical fitness, with due con¬
sideration given to the proposals under 1 above;
8. Finally, the above procedure for recruitment should
apply to all levels of the service except for ranks above Prin¬
cipal Secretaries whose promotions should be politically moti¬
vated. This is recommended because in the past, top level civil
servants have failed to function efficiently and have subverted
governments because to them "governments may collapse but the
position of the civil servant is permanent." Hence, if these
positions become politically appointive posts, those appointed
to the positions would cease to have a lackadaisical attitude
to work.
So far, the principles to be adhered to in the recruit¬
ment function have been advanced. However, in view of the
current disorganized state of affairs in the Ghana Civil
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Service, it is recommended thet there should be a freeze on
recruitment (except for very essential areas) for an initial
period of three years during which period a "house cleaning
exercise" should take place. As a first step, redundant
personnel of the Civil Service should be siphoned out and
redeployed in other productive organizations such as agricul¬
tural, construction, and mining industries.
Upon being recruited into the service, employees always
look forward to advancement through promotion. Promotion should
be a reward for good performance on the job. It may also come
as a result of a successful training program or as a way to
improve employee motivation and behavior. In some cases also,
promotions should take place to reduce disparate treatment for
disadvantaged groups.
It is recommended that promotion in the Ghana Civil
Service should be based on performance on the job, ability to
pass written and oral examinations, and also length of service
on the job. Concessions may be given to those who have had
very long and good service records but are unable to pass




The effective training and development of the Ghana
Civil Service must have its roots in a national ideology.
History has shown that nations with strong national ideologies
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have excelled in their national development programs. The
success-stories of China, the United States, the Soviet Union,
South Korea, and Britian are only a few examples. The absence
of a national ideology for Ghana is what deprives it of a
sense of direction which is essential for development. It has
been stated earlier that the Ghana Civil Service is the central
force on which the general administration of the country is
dependent. This being so, the training and development of the
Ghana Civil Service personnel should be based on a national
ideology. It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss
the question of a national ideology—but suffice it to state
that the Ghana Institute of Management and Public Administra¬
tion should inculcate in their objectives training content and
method, a sense of nationalism and dedication to furthering
the developmentof the Ghanaian State and society.
Neely D. Gardner has pointed out that "training involves
the consicous development and utilization of communication skills
52
in the solution of major problems." For that reason the
government should provide adequate funds for the training of
all employees in the civil service. The Ghana Civil Service
Commission should sponsor training programs at the national,
regional and district levels. At the district level, it should
cover the lower level personnel such as clerks and messengers.
At the regional level, it should be for middle and top level
personnel such as accountants, executive officers and
^^Winston W. Crouch, ed.. Local Government Personnel
Administration (Washington, D.C.: International City Management
Association, 1976), p. 143.
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administrative classes. The national level training should be
for the very top level personnel such as senior administrative
officers and principal secretaries. The training should focus
on updating them on new developments in technology and metho¬
dology in the carrying out of their duties, as these are related
to the goals and priorities of the national government. The
training should reflect the overall needs vis-a-vis the avail¬
able resources that the country can commit to the program.
Alongside training is the need for development of the
employees along their areas of specialization as well as
assisting them in the achievement of their career goals. As
Alpander has indicated;
Career path planning is the key element in planned
personnel development. Career paths are crucial to
the blending of employee needs and aspirations with
organizational goals. This leads to compatible c-5
personnel and organizational development activities.^
He elaborates further that the key to successful career planning
is the thoroughness with which the organization has identified
its future hviman resources needs.
The development of the manpower base also requires
strategic considerations in addition to the career planning
mentioned above. Hence the employees should from time to time
be reminded of the many opportunities for advancement available
to them. These must be clearly defined without ambiguities.
They should have tangible objectives for which employees can
strive. Consequently, employees within the Ghana Civil Service
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should constantly be reminded, through circulars or newsletters
of the prcMTiotional steps available to them. This should be
followed by direct action through the promotion of personnel
from within the service.
Alongside training and development of the personnel
of any organization is the issue of performance appraisal. It
is only when employees have been appraised and their short¬
comings objectively analyzed that training can be designed for
those who need it. Performance appraisal in the Ghana Civil
Service should, therefore, be a regular exercise and it should
be done quarterly for the lower level personnel and bi-annually
for the top level personnel. This is recommended because the
junior ranks need greater attention and assistance than the
senior ranks. The records of the evaluations should aid the
manpower planning division of the Ghana Civil Service in its
future manpower projections and in determining the future content
of its training programs.
Conditions of Service
The growth and development of organizations is often
dependent on the available opportunities that exist in the
organization for its employees. If the Ghana Civil Service is
to attain the expected standards required of services of its kind,
then its employees must have facilities and incentives which will
motivate them towards long careers with the service. This is
centered around the level of compensation available to the per¬
sonnel for the services rendered. The theory of compensation.
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on the other hand, proceeds from concepts such as "a fair day's
pay," "equal pay for equal work," "prevailing rates," and "com-
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pensation according to merit."
Compensation also includes all incentives that accrue
to the worker to entice him to remain in the service as long as
he is needed and during such period to induce him to give maximum
services. Hence the writer's concept of conditions of service
within the Ghana Civil Service is related to the issue of those
incentives that can lead to job satisfaction in the service. Ray
Killian is in an agreement with this view when he wrote that;
Employees work for money. They will often work harder
for more money. They will leave if pay is not satis¬
factory. But employees should never be paid in money
alone—they also need other forms of psychic income or
job satisfaction.^5
In the mid-1960s, it was not unusual for young graduates
from the country's universities to aspire for employment in the
Ghana Civil Service. This was because the service was very
lucrative. Today, it is the direct opposite. Ghana's civil
servants are poorly compensated as compared to their counter¬
parts in the private sector and in the government owned corpora¬
tions. Promotions are infrequent. Consequently, the civil
servants devote little time to government business but rather
spend much of their time in rendering services to private
organizations for rewards. This confirms Guvenc Alpander's
^^Winston W. Crouch, ed.. Local Government Personnel
Administration, p. 188.
^^Ray A. Killian, Managing Human Resources; An ROI
Approach (New York; AMACOM Book Division, 1976), p. 158.
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view that:
employees want positive relationship between the skills,
efforts and expertise they contribute to the organiza¬
tion and the pay and other rewards they receive from
the organization.
Accordingly, the principle of "from whom much is expected, much
should be given" should apply here. Since the Ghanaian public
expects quality performance from their public servants, it is
necessary that the latter should be adequately compensated.
It is therefore recommended that:
1. The conditions of service in the Ghana Civil Service
should either be comparable to that of the private sector or
better;
2. The compensation program must play a positive role
in motivating the employees to perform their duties to the best
of their abilities and in a manner which supports the achieve¬
ment of the goals of the service.
3. There should be appropriate evaluation of performance
with a view to adequately compensating those who work harder,
through salary increases, promotions, further training and advan¬
tageous transfers;
4. There must be up-dated retirement plans for all
employees in the service; and
5. Fringe benefits such as annual leave, vacations, sick
leave, study leaves, overtime pay, health and security benefits,
and life insurance plans should be made judiciously available to
the service personnel but within the financial capability of the
^^Guvenc G. Alpander, Human Resource Management Planning,
p. 244.
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of the government vis-a-vis other conditions of service for
other public servants in the country.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Ghana Civil Service has gone through many changes as
shown in the preceeding sections in this paper. It was one of
the best services in the British colonial empire in Africa.
Additionally, shortly after independence in 1957, the government
of the First Republic, under President Nkrumah upgraded the civil
service because, as Nkruman put it:
The civil service, being the administrative arro of
government, is the instrument for putting into effect
the economic and social programs of the government.
It is through its machinery that the political plat¬
form of any party in power is given effective imple¬
mentation.^^
However, the Ghana Civil Service started declining after
the mid-1960s because of political instability and the subsequent
economic problems that have since beset the country. In a world
that is advancing technologically every minute, the Ghana Civil
Service cannot remain static. Hence, the service has been
critically analyzed and the proposals herein advanced have been
made because, in order for Ghana to develop to its potential, a
first-class civil service is critically necessary.
It is the writer's hope that the Ghana Civil Service will
emerge as one of the best services on the African continent. To
the personnel of the service, the words of the founding father
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of the nation. Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, should be their code of
ethics at all times. In a speech at a Seminar for Senior
Civil Servants in Winneba (Ghana) on April 14, 1962, Dr.
Nkrumah said:
The fundcimental virtues of a civil servant are
punctuality, unfailing courtesy, a pleasant
disposition, modesty and willingness to serve
the public at all times. It must be said of
him; he is so efficient and hard-working and
yet so humble. These virtues we naturally
expect you to uphold in the performance of your
duties, whether these be in your offices, work¬
shops, garages, hospital wards, post office and
customs' counters, railways booking office or
elsewhere.^®
There is a bright future for civil service reform in Ghana.
With determination and the collective efforts of all Ghanaians,
the service will regain its place as a first class service on
the continent.
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SAMPLE OF 85 CATHOLIC PERSONS. HOLDING A UNIVERSITY DEGREE-
DIVISIONS MADE ACCORDING TO THE PROFESSIONS EXERCISED
IN 1960
Ministries and Departments Diverse
5 Ministry of Health*
1 Ministry of Agriculture
1 Ministry of Housing
11 Ministry of Education
2 Ministry of Local Government
1 Ministry of Finance
1 Ministry of Transport and
Communications
3 Ministry of Information
3 Ministry of Foreign Affairs*
2 Government Hospitals
3 Law Chamber*
1 Ghana Census Office
4 Department of Mines and Geology
1 Ghana Supply Commission














* Amongst whom was one woman.
** Amongst whom were two women,
*** Amongst whom were six women.
Source: Thom Kersteins, The New Elite in Asia and Africa: A Comparative
Studv of Indonesia and Ghana (New York: Frederick A. Praeger,
Inc.-, 1$66). p”?5b;
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Mar. 1957 Feb. 24, 1966 Convention Peoples
Party (C. P. P.)
Dr. Nkrumah Civilian Elected Socialist
Feb. 24, 1966 Sep. 1969 National Liberation




Sep. 1969 Jan. 13, 1972 Progress Party (P. P.) Or. Busia Civilian Elected Pro-West
June 13, 1972 Nov. 1978 National Redemption
Council (N. R. C.)
Mr. Acheampong Military Coup Neutral
Nov. 1978 June 4, 1979 Supreme Military
Council (S. M. C.)
Gen. Akuffo Military Coup Neutral
June 4, 1979 Sep. 24, 1979 Armed Forces Revolu¬
tionary Council (AFRC)
Ft. Lt. Rawlings Military Coup Populist
(Unclear)
Sep. 24, 1979 Dec. 31, 1981 Peoples National Party
(PNP)
Dr. Limann Civilian Elected Neutral
Dec. 31, 1981 Present Provisional National
Defence Committee
Ft. Lt. Rawlings Military Coup Communist
Source: Developed by author.
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'republic of GHANA: 1979
Chapter Fourteen
THE PUBLIC SERVICE
154. (1) The public services of Ghana shall include the
Civil Service, the Judicial Service, the Audit Service, the
Education Service, the Prisons Service, the Parliamentary
Service, the Health Service, the Statistical Service, the
Fire Service, the Customs and Preventive Service and public
corporations, other than those set up as commercial ventures,
which shall constitute the Public Corporations Service and
such other public services established by this Constitution
or as Parliament may by law prescribe.
(2) The Civil Service shall comprise service in
both central and local government.
(3) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution,
an Act of Parliament enacted pursuant to clause (1) of this
article, shall provide—
(a) for the governing council for the public
concerned;
(b) for the functions of that Service; and
(c) for the membership and staff of that
Service.
155. No member of the public services shall be—
(a) victimised or discriminated against for
having discharged his duties faithfully
in accordance with this Constitution;
(b) dismissed or removed from office or
reduced in rank or otherwise punished
without just cause.
156. (1) There shall be a Public Services Commission
which shall perform such functions as are assigned to it by
this Constitution or by any other law.
(2) The Public Services Commission shall consist of
(a) a chairman and a vice-chairman;
(b) the chairmen of the governing councils of
the public services provided for a clause
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(1) {®) (1) of article 154 of this Constitution
or their representatives as ex officio
members; and
(c) such other members as Parliament may,
subject to the provisions of article 57
of this Constitution, by law prescribe.
(3) A person shall not be qualified for appointment
as a member of the Public Services Commission,
(a) If he Is not qualified to ^ elected as a
member of Parliament; or
(b) If he is otherwise disqualified from holding
a public office,
(4) A person holding a public office, other than a chief,
appointed a member of the Public Services Commission, shall resign
from the public office.
(5) Subject to the provisions of clause (6) of this article
the terms of service of a Justice of the Court of Appeal shall apply
to the chairman and the vice-chairman of the Public Services Commission.
(6) The provisions of article 128 of this Constitution
relating to the removal from office of a Justice of the Superior Court
of Judicature, shall apply,
(a) to the chairman and the vice-chairman of the Public
Services Commission who shall retire at the age of
sixty-five years; and
(b) to the other members of the Public Services
Commission before the expiration of their period
of service as provided by Parliament.
(7) Whenever the office of the chairman of the Public
Services Commission is vacant or if the person holding that office
is for any reason unable to perform the functions of that office, the
functions of that office shall be performed by the vice-chairman and
in the absence of both the chairman and the vice-chairman by any
other member of the Public Services Commission designated in that
behalf by the President.
157. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, the
power to appoint persons to hold or to act in an office in the public
services, shall vest in the President, acting in accordance with the
advice of the governing council of the Service concerned given In
consultation with the Public Services Commission.
(2) The President may, subject to such conditions as he
may think fit, delegate some of his functions under this article by
directions in writing to the governing council concerned or to a
committee thereof or to any member of that governing council or to
any public officer.
TheConstItution
(3) No person shall be appointed under the provisions
of this article to an office on the personal or household staff of
the President or the Vice-President except with the consent, as the
case may be, of the President or the Vice-President.
(4) Before the Public Services Commission appoints to a
public office a person holding or acting in an office the power to
make appointment to which is not vested in the Public Services
Commission, it shall consult the person or authority in whom that
power is vested.
(5) The Public Services Commission shall, upon request
made to it by a person or authority having power to make an appointment
to an office under this Constitution or in any other public institution,
make recommendations to that person or authority for the appointment of
a public officer or any other person to an office the power to make
appointment to which is vested by the Constitution in that person,
authority or public institution.
(6) The Public Services Commission may, subject to the
approval of the President, make Regulations, by constitutional instrument
for the effective and efficient performance of its functions under this
Constitution or any other law.
(7) Except as otherwise provided in this Constitution,
the Public Services Commission shall not be subject to the control
or direction of any other person or authority in the performance of
its functions under this Constitution or any other law.
(8) The power to appoint persons to hold or act in an office
in a body of higher education, research or professional training shall
vest in the council or other governing body of that institution or
body.
(9) The provisions of article 76 of this Constitution other
than paragraphs (1) and (b) of clause (1), and paragraphs (a), (g),
(h) and (k) of clause (2) thereof and also, paragraph (b) of clause
C3) of article 156 shall with such modifications as may be appropriate,
apply to the appointment of a person to be a member of a public board
or a public corporation.
158. (1) It shall be the duty of the Public Services Commission—
(a) to conduct or cause to be conducted on its behalf
or on behalf of the appropriate governing council
of the public services examinations for appoint¬
ments to any office in the public services including
The Constitution
service with a public corporation where examina¬
tions are prescribed by Regulations made In that
behalf;
(b) to assist In framing and operatlong schemes of
joint recruitment to offices In the public services
and public corporations for which candidates
possessing special qualifications are required.
Including schemes for the determination and stand¬
ardisation of salaries and other conditions of
service In the public services and public corpora¬
tions;
(c) to prescribe the methods of recruitment to offices
In the public services and public corporations In
consultation with the appropriate authority respon¬
sible for appointment to such offices;
(d) to prescribe the principles to be followed in making
appointments to posts In the public services and
public corporations and in makeing promotions and
transfers from one service to another and on the
suitability of candidates for such appointments,
promotions or transfers In consultation with the
appropriate authority responsible for the public
services or public corporation concerned; and
(e) to prescribe the principles to be followed in the
establishment and operation of joint negotiating
committees and disciplinary bodies in the public
services and public corporations.
(2) For the purposes of this article the expression "public
corporation” means a public corporation established pursuant to article
159 of this Constitution other than one of the nature of a commercial
venture.
159. For the avoidance of doubt It Is hereby declared
that no public corporation shall be established or operated
except by an Act of Parliament.
160. (1) The President shall, acting In accordance
with the advice of the Public Services Commission, appoint
a public officer as the Head of the Civil Service.
(2) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution,
the Head of the Civil Service shall not hold any other public
office.
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161. A public officer holding office as such limedlately
before the coming into force of this Constitution shall be
deemed to have been appointed under this Constitution to
hold office as such In accordance with the provisions of
this Constitution,
162. (1) A public officer shall, except as otherwise
provided In this Constitution, retire from the public
service on attaining the age of sixty years.
(2) A public officer may retire from the public
service at any time after attaining the age of forty-five
years,
(3) The pension payable to any person shall not
be subject to Income tax.
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